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Renowned organization theorist Nils Brunsson from the Stockholm
School of Economics talks about his disciplinary origins and how his
interest in organizations came up. In the course of the interview conceptual questions as well as substantial arguments on management,
reform, and consulting are discussed from his specific point of view.
Athanasios Karafillidis spoke with Nils Brunsson.
Your main field of interest has always been a disclosing
view on organizational practice – be it in business enterprises, public administration or elsewhere. What is your
disciplinary background?
Nils G. M. Brunsson: Well, I studied Betriebswirtschaftslehre
(Business Administration). We have that in Scandinavia.
This German subject exists in Scandinavia, like in Italy
and some other countries in the world. So that’s what I
studied. But I also studied economics at the Gothenburg
School of Economics. It’s called “school of economics” but
actually it is half business school and half economics.
How did your interest in organizations arise? Were there
any events or readings that made you think about organizations?
During my studies I specialized in the field of accounting.
Me and some fellow students were into economic calculations and similar topics. That’s how I got interested in decision making and that, actually, has been the route into
organizations. So in the first place, my interest lay in decision making. My dissertation adopts this decision making
perspective on organizations.
You wrote your dissertation in 1976 after your interest in
organization theory came up from a preoccupation with
mainstream organization theory, especially Betriebswirtschaftslehre. But what you have been doing since then is
right the opposite of what you learned before. I don’t know
how far you had developed your idea of irrational organizations in your thesis but I guess you came across some empirical hints of irrationality in organizations?
Oh, yes!
But what pushed you into a different direction? What has
made you deviate from the mainstream?
Oh, we deviated in several directions. There was a kind of
deviance-culture when I was in Gothenburg. My professor
was sort of critical on most of those very rational perspectives on organizations. But he also left us – a number of
young guys – with very little guidance because he lived in
Stockholm, not in Gothenburg. So we did whatever we
wanted and weren’t very burdened by reading all that
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stuff that was popular organization studies at that time. It

act in a specific way. In decision theory, the idea is that the

was a fortunate environment for this kind of thinking.

probability of acting in a certain direction is increased by

People came up with new ideas and just did it. Some of my

a decision in the same direction. What I tried to do with

colleagues were writing in the same sort of spirit. We felt

the hypocrisy thing is to show that under certain circum-

we could do something new. I think that’s the story.

stances the probability of acting in a certain direction is

Was this the time where you also got acquainted with

decreased by deciding in the same direction. By describing

Johan Olsen?

an action in a decision you undermine the possibilities

No, that was later, at least ten years later.

acting that way. And that’s the hypocrisy. That’s the hypo-

So your research program developed back then – not a clear

crisy argument.

research program but a kind of hunch …

You wouldn’t agree that decisions are a form of action?

No, not a research program. I never thought that way. I

No. Well, you can always say that. You can define it any

had this idea and I tried to realize it. I always have difficul-

way you want. But I stick to the definition that it’s part of

ties to write applications for research simply because I

the talk and not of the action. But of course many choose

don’t know before what I will end up with.

to define talk as a special kind of action …

This leads us right to the middle of one of your basic theor-

You seem to have a specific concept of action. Most action

etical ideas because it makes obvious that doing research

theories would assert that every behavior somebody ob-

and presenting research is something different. There is a

serves as intentional or meaningful is action. Starting from

difference between acting and talking.

there you could say: organizations consist of actions, add-

Yes, that’s right. I remember one of the books by Robert

itionally you have decisions as a form of action, and the

Kaplan I read when I was student. He pointed out that this

rest is talk. But you wouldn’t say that. Therefore I’d like to

is very different.

know more about your use of “action”. Do you have any

The distinction between talk and action is an early focus of

outline to decide if something is action or not? I’m not

your research. In your book “The Irrational Organization”

looking for objectivity or neat consistency but maybe you

(1985) you distinguished ideologies and action, but in “The

can say something more about that.

Organization of Hypocrisy” (1989) you switch to “talk” in-

This is a tough question. When I wrote about the irration-

stead of “ideology” and distinguish it not only from action

ality of action it was actually about mobilizing things,

but also from decision. Action seems to be a kind of basic

mobilizing collective action among people. So it was about

operation of organizations which is accompanied by talk

a relatively dramatic form of action. Not about behavior,

about these basic operations. Both of them, talk and

but about action – that specific kind of action. So there is

action, can have different structural properties. But how

a particular context. I think this idea of action is a little bit

do decisions come in? Are they just another element com-

different from my use in the context of hypocrisy because

plementing the two or are they something connecting the

in this case action might be a little bit closer to behavior

two? So how do you conceive of decisions within that

so to speak. My sort of ontological defense for asserting

distinction?

that you can distinguish between talk and action – my last

Decisions are intended bridges between talk and action.

resort – is culture. In this culture, people do that; and I

They belong to the world of talk because decisions are a

study this culture. It does make a difference if you travel to

form of talk. You can decide about anything but in case

Berlin or if you talk about traveling to Berlin. You can have

you decide about actions you try to reach the action-side

all kinds of philosophical arguments that maybe there is

of talk. I’ve spent some time trying to understand the rela-

no or just little difference. But for people in this culture it

tion between action and decision and it didn’t come out

makes a big difference.

very easy. The way you make a decision has an influence

I see. It’s an absolutely empirical definition of action.

on action. In talk rationality wins. But when you start con-

Exactly.

necting decisions with actions you will get problems.

So there is no concept of action. Action is nothing like

When I wrote about hypocrisy I also realized that decisions

“intended behavior” or the like. It’s just the fact that we

exist, in fact, to dramatize the idea that talk reflects ac-

draw this distinction between talk and action empirically.

tion. So you decide to make people really believe that you

That’s it.
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Yes. Otherwise almost everything is action. It’s that what

Organizations don’t just emerge but you have someone

you are referring to, isn’t it? Right now it is also quite

who is responsible for them. That’s the reason why they

popular to say: everything is discourse. That’s exactly the

can be contested, the reason why there is all this uncer-

same thing the other way round. If you don’t make differ-

tainty. In this vein you can define organizations in a way

entiations it’s hard to build concepts at all.

that they constitute an order that’s not taken for granted

You don’t try to do social theory?

because the gist of an organization is that you are to or-

No.

ganize continuously. In that sense I agree with the general

Let’s come back to decisions. I’d like to know who decides.

flavor of Luhmann’s argument. But for making up more

Do you think of special persons as decision makers that

specific propositions you need a different decision concept.

assign others to fulfill what they have decided? Or more

So I would rather like to stick with my definition of deci-

precisely: Would you think of decisions as a mental process

sion because it doesn’t make the whole thing as encom-

or as a form of communication?

passing as Luhmann proposes.

Normally I treat it as the latter. But maybe this difference

Let’s go for a more specific action going on in organ-

you made is a way to distinguish between decision and

izations, namely the managing of organizations. In your

choice. Most decision theory is about choice. In most cases

article “Managing Organizational Disorder” in the volume

I have a conception of decision which is in a way more

“The Logic of Organizational Disorder” edited by Massimo

action-oriented. It is something you do. I tried to catch

Warglien und Michael Masuch you introduce management

that when I wrote about decisions as institutions. Institu-

as a form of control. This reveals the complexity of man-

tions are defining what the issue is, what the decision is,

agement as opposed to common descriptions of manage-

and that some people have to make decisions. When you

ment by means of specific tasks which presume linear

look in retrospect, people are of course convinced that

causality. I think it’s a very nice idea and I’d like to ask you

they choose this and choose that all the time. But they may

the who-question one more time: Who do you think are

have not decided. Talking about hypocrisy would become

the managers of an organization? Are they the ones who

meaningless if decisions were synonymous with choice. Of

call themselves managers or are the managers dispersed in

course a decision may lead to choice as well. But if deci-

a way that the organization always has to figure out anew

sion is choice how can you be hypocritical then?

who exactly is managing?

But obviously we are hypocritical …

I think that control in the organization is dispersed indeed.

Yes, exactly. So I think you need a concept that is not refer-

And much control exists on the so called lower-level of the

ring to a mental process but to something that can be

organizations. When I studied budgeting for instance I was

observed. People have to understand something as a deci-

astound to see that those in control of the budget where

sion. You communicate a decision to an audience. That’s

actually those who were getting the money. It was not the

the main argument I have with my colleagues in decision

expected top-down process but more of a bottom-up pro-

theory.

cess. What happened was that the top managers were con-

This is very compatible with Niklas Luhmann’s notion of

trolled by the lower managers. So control is dispersed and

decision. He had the idea to restrict the basic operation of

you find much less control on the top-management level

organizations to the communication of decisions. This shifts

than displayed in an organization chart. But as an empir-

the concept of decision to the attribution of decisions. You

ical researcher I’m not striving to redefine managers and

do something and somebody comes along saying: ah, you

management. We have people called managers and I can’t

decided that, then, there. Do you like this idea of socio-

find any reasons not to accept that. Studying institutions

logical systems theory to reduce systems to the very oper-

doesn’t preclude to use the same concepts in the descrip-

ation they reproduce, that is, the communication of deci-

tion as the people involved. Of course one should explore

sions in case of organizations?

whether such a proceeding is possible and reasonable – and

Well, I both like and dislike it, because it sort of collapses

sometimes you can’t do it. Therefore I wouldn’t say that

so much into one idea. What I like about Luhmann is that

management is dispersed but rather that control is dis-

he points out that organizations are actually decided

persed because control is the proper theoretical concept.

orders in the sense that they are decided by someone.
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Okay, but can you imagine a management concept which

some extent. It’s the same with standardization. Most

goes beyond organizations? You might think of us man-

standards fail but some of them prevail and it’s interesting

aging this interview for example. Is there a management

to see in which cases they prevail and how. This is a more

which doesn’t process in organizations but rather refers to

promising approach than starting with the results like in-

a kind of social coping with situations?

stitutions for instance. To sum up: both processes are inter-

Well, I don’t call that management but I call it organizing.

esting to study but they have to be studied differently.

What I’m working on right now is very much about organ-

In your book “The Organization of Hypocrisy” your interest

izing outside organizations, for example, by studying stan-

in institutions and the societal embeddedness of organiza-

dardization. Organizing is also taking place outside of or-

tions arose. For this reason you developed a favor for ideas

ganizations. I think parts of organization theory got stuck

of the Stanford School around John W. Meyer. Their idea

in studying formal organizations only. That’s a mistake.

can be boiled down to the assertion that there are institu-

We should rather study organizing processes. Hence stand-

tions defining and restricting how organizations should

ardization is a very good supplement. We have organizing

look like. Rationality is maybe the strongest expectation

instruments outside formal organizations. We have a lot of

that institutionally embedded organizations have to live

them. Standardization is about one of those instruments.

up to. The intriguing thing about this approach is that al-

It’s about rule-setting which is one way of organizing.

though nobody ever saw a perfectly functioning organiza-

Formal organizations are using that in order to organize

tion, everybody talks about it and knows how to optimize.

people who do not belong to the same organization.

Do you have an idea how this expectation of rationality be-

Generally I try to make a distinction between organizing

came prevalent?

and interaction or mutual adjustment. The focus is to

Well, as I mentioned before, I think this has strong cultural

study organizing and organizing is about attempts and

roots. We are able to live in two realities in this culture: the

failures. To organize means that you try to create inter-

world of ideas and the world of practice. We have this abil-

action, to create a situation of interaction by these instru-

ity to think of something that we have never seen and

ments like rules or hierarchy. That’s organizing for me. But

never experienced. This ability spreads and becomes more

then of course we have social processes where the pat-

and more important in modern society.

terns emerge out of interaction. That’s extremely import-

It’s a Western cultural account.

ant for understanding society but that’s not organizing.

Yes, I would say that. But these are conjectures because

We could subsume these different things under one con-

it’s not my special field of research. Peter Berger and Tho-

cept but I think it’s useful to make a distinction between

mas Luckmann gave the basis for all this discussion. They

them. However, a formal organization wouldn’t exist – it

described institutions as consistent, as regulating what

would not work – if people didn’t do other things than or-

you want, say, and do in the same way. However, their

ganizing, that is, without performing a sort of day-to-day

argument made me realize that there is at least one case

based interaction and without creating patterns of inter-

in which this consistency doesn’t exist and that is formal

action that are not organized.

organization. What you want and what you will say is

Without this distinction you’d get an organization concept

regulated strongly by institutions. But there is a weaker

that is about success. Let me explain what I mean. Many

institutional regulation of what people in organizations

people speak about institutions in society and in my opin-

do. It seems that they have much more freedom and much

ion to study institutions is to study successes. By looking

more variation in their actions than in their talk and their

at institutions you refer to something that is actually wor-

wishes. One can use organization theory to show that.

king. It works, therefore it is an institution. But if you only

You never expounded a theory of society and you don’t

study institutions you never see the mis-takes, the failures

seem to need it for your research. Anyway, right at the

and so on. When you study organizing you’re much occu-

beginning of “The Organization of Hypocrisy” you pose a

pied with failure. It’s not incidental that organization the-

really fundamental question. You ask: What are organiza-

ory over the last 50 years has mainly been about failure

tions for? and give an answer in this institutional stance:

although you also find plenty of normative arguments for

It’s not only the product which defines what an organiza-

better organizing. But most organizing attempts fail to

tion is for, but it’s also the institutional environment, the
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institutional dynamics, the reaction to inconsistent norms

picked up by various parties in various ways. So far the

and things like that. Is that enough theory of society for an

program is just to state that organizing is much too im-

organization theorist?

portant to restrict it to formal organizations. I think all

If you make use of this kind of arguments I think it’s

this started by an article of my colleague Göran Ahrne who

enough. In my opinion, as researchers we have to special-

has written about the state as an organization. That’s a

ize. I specialized in a micro direction. I write books called

first little step. I think the key is that we can use organiza-

“Mechanisms of Hope” and this is clearly a micro-perspec-

tion theory to understand a phenomenon like the state.

tive. But as I’m getting older I am thinking more about

My further program is to test the idea that organization

macro aspects of society or the difference between inter-

theory can say much more about society than expected.

action and organizing. So I’m widening my perspective a

Let’s wait and see.

little bit.

But what is then the distinction enabling you to delimit

That’s exactly the shift that I’m perceiving in your work at

organizations from other forms of social order?

the moment. In your book “A World of Standards” that you

Well, you have the same problem with culture. Some claim

edited together with Bengt Jacobsson and in the article

that everything is culture. But if everything is institution

“Organizing the World” that you wrote with Göran Ahrne,

or everything is culture you can’t use the terms as analy-

your focus lies on how world order affects organizations

tical concepts anymore. So you have to make a distinction

and how world order is brought forth by organizations. But

in some way and we are trying to do that in that article

this is not the whole part of the story. In your paper with

about culture.

Ahrne you introduce two new concepts of organization.

The concept of order is a very vague concept but when we

First there is the concept of meta-organizations, that is,

speak about different orders you have to think of organ-

organizations in which the members are themselves or-

izing as an attempt to create order. And sometimes this

ganizations. Everybody knows that they are kind of differ-

attempt succeeds, sometimes not. Why didn’t it succeed?

ent than other organizations but nobody conceptualized it

Many scholars are not interested in that question. They

yet.

study culture or institutions – the results, the important

That’s right, that’s the problem we’re working.

stuff. However, if you come back to me in two years maybe

The second concept is much more basic and intriguing, I

I can say something more about that.

think. You conceive organization as a sort of societal me-

Most organization theorists presuppose a notion of or-

dium. Single elements of organizations – like membership

ganization. I’d like to know if you conceive organization as

standards or authoritative patterns – exist on their own,

a historical or as an analytical concept. Is organization a

are dispersed over the social landscape and can be combi-

socio-empirical phenomenon or do you use it as a tech-

ned to new organizational forms. This idea comes quite

nical term?

naturally because you’ve always been thinking of organ-

I have different answers to that in different writings. In

izing as a process. But it sounds to me like an even better

some writings I treat it as an institution which means that

way to bring a societal view to bear on organizations than

it is historically based, that is, it happens to exist here and

with the new institutionalism of the Stanford School.

now. This also involves the question: When did we start to

Could you tell me more about this?

think about collective identities instead of individual iden-

No, unfortunately not, because it is a sort of new idea that

tities? Some of my writing is about that perspective. But in

we are just trying to work out. We are going to write a

this new idea we just talked about, it’s less clear and we

book about meta-organizations first and are planning to

have to work on this further. Of course I do contend that

write a book or at least an article exactly on that subject

people organize without saying that they organize. So

afterwards. Actually we’ve already written something in

that’s an analytical use. But in the end it’s a mix. When we

Swedish about it. It’s a little theory of society referring to

think of organizing we start from the empirical observa-

culture and institutions – at least that – in distinction to

tion what people do in organizations – at least what they

organizing. We will work on that for the next three years

do now in organizations. We observe modern organizations

and I’m not sure where it will lead to. We will test this idea

to identify organizational elements. We don’t have slavery

whether organizational elements are dispersed and can be

as an element, for example. It’s a mix. We start empirically,
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look at what is done in modern organizations, and try to

in an industry, you can’t ignore that things are happening

see if people do that outside of organizations as well.

all the time. And then, of course, you also see that they

Let’s switch to a further research area of yours and leave

can easily be convinced by consultants saying that in case

these conceptual questions aside. The conference “X-Or-

the environment changes you also have to change. This is

ganizations” in Berlin is also about consulting and for that

the very idea about the environmental shift. In other areas

reason it is also about reform. So in this venue you have

it doesn’t have to be like that, of course. In the public sec-

professional reformers abound never losing the hope that

tor, for example, it’s different. You may also relate it to the

reforms do make a difference.

idea that organizations are contested orders and one way

That’s right.

of handling that is to say that you are changing all the

Hope is their basic resource. They couldn’t do the job with-

time. At this point, reform comes in because then you start

out hope.

describing change in beautiful terms. In some of the re-

The consultants’ main resource is exactly that they do not

form models it is like describing heaven on earth. Focusing

learn easily. If you don’t learn you can stay hopeful and

on future redemption keeps people peaceful in the present

enthusiastic.

because they keep waiting for that future to come.

They talk a lot about learning …

In the end this boils down to the contingency aspect. If you

Oh, well, but they often talk about the learning of others

have a decided order then you have to talk about change

not their own learning.

for you always know you could have decided differently.

This refers to one of the “Mechanisms of Hope” you intro-

Yes. That’s why I’m saying that here we face the essence of

duced this morning in your keynote. Those mechanisms are

organization. You can use that idea of decisions creating

the current peak of your research on reforms in organiza-

uncertainty to explain change.

tions that goes back to your book “The Reforming Organ-

The term “reform” takes me back to the idea we talked

ization” and that you published with Johan Olsen in 1993.

about before. That is, the idea of dispersed organizational

It contains the core ideas of your research about reforms.

elements that can be reformed. When you use the term

Yes.

“reform”, the word “form” in there seems to allude to the

Organizations put their hopes on reforms and you identify

organizational form. Is this part of your intention?

specific mechanisms that allow them to maintain their ho-

Yes.

pe. They maintain the hope that the next reform will actu-

If we now look back on what we said about organizing and

ally work out and forget the failed reforms of yesterday.

organizations: Do you think that consulting has a chance

But I think that one has to make a distinction between

under these conditions?

change and reform. So let’s first think about why this con-

Obviously it has a chance.

tinued effort for change is there. Organizations change

Notwithstanding prior experience with consultants and

anyway during their reproduction but they also talk about

failed reforms under conditions of hypocritical communi-

change. They want to change and change is something

cation and irrationality, organizations still go back to con-

normative and normatively attributed to organizations.

sultants and ask for their advice. Are consultants profes-

Change is appreciated and understood as important and

sional hope-keepers?

even essential. Do you think it is part of the rationalistic

This is a very complicated question because consultancy is

idea that we have to change?

so many things. Consultancy is, for instance, that you don’t

Well, we have this idea of the future, of progress – the idea

have to hire people but you only have to bring people in for

of change and possible improvement of societies. That’s

a shorter period. This is important in the Swedish job-

very much related to rationality. I tried to sum this up in

market, for instance: if you hire a person he will be there

the upcoming book and relate it to each other but I’m not

forever and you can’t get rid of him. So outsourcing is one

an expert on that. This is the one side. On the other side I

aspect of consultancy. Think of the critique now prevalent

have some respect for change and reform. Some people are

in Europe that we have laws making people stay in organ-

actually in situations where they do perceive a lot of

izations forever. If we joined a more American model of

change. That holds especially in some areas of strong com-

employment you might have less reason for consulting.

petition. If you put yourself in the shoes of any competitor

That’s the one aspect which has nothing to do with what
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consultants really produce. Then you can say that consult-

when you first saw the title for this conference “X-Organ-

ancy may have something to do with the strength of hier-

izations” on your invitation? Did you have a hunch what

archical authority. If you have low hierarchical authority

this could mean?

you have to bring in experts to underpin your ideas and

I had no idea. But then I read the attached text, there was

decisions as a manager. The more a hierarchy itself is con-

something written about that, and I got a vague idea what

tested, the more consultants you need. Another aspect is

might be intended.

whether you think that the demanded knowledge is gen-

I think you were one of the first organization theorists

eral or local. The more general the knowledge you need,

who ever talked about that “X” and what the idea behind

the more consultants you have. You can have people who

that “X” is about. In my opinion it’s your precise descrip-

don’t know anything about your operations from the out-

tion of irrationality and your insistence on organizing pro-

set but you can bring them in because they have general

cesses that make up your specific contribution to this idea.

knowledge. This is the expert function in a way. But in the

That’s why I’d like to conclude with your opinion about

end, so many factors play a role. The field of consultancy

why somebody might call a conference “X-Organizations”.

comprises various roles in various situations and this

Well, I think a person who is organizing that conference

makes it really hard to pin it down to one point. However,

must have good contacts with the prospective customers

consultants will always have a chance. But it’s difficult to

(laughing). Because it’s hard to sell it as a concept. People

assess their chances exactly.

told me that this is like a little community here. Then, of

Can you imagine consultants recommending inertia and

course, you can use that kind of language.

stubbornness? There are empirical cases where organizations are very successful due to being stubborn and immovable. It might also be good not to change, not to reform.
But this idea doesn’t exist at all.
Or it might be called differently. Is there a positive word for
stubbornness? I remember, for instance, a piece of advice
in the book “In Search of Excellence” by Tom Peters and
Robert Waterman: Stick to your own knitting. That means
that you should stick to the business that you are in. That’s,
for example, an idea of stability.
I think people talk more about change because they have
to relate their talk to a more general discourse in society
and that discourse is more change-oriented than stabilityoriented. Rationality is an idea of change, too. It is the idea
that you try to change the future in accordance with your
preferences. By the way, the wish for change seems to be
one reason why people often do not like to follow rukes.
Rules are historical and backward oriented. Organizations
have to deal with all this. And consultants are stuck in talk.
There are consultants, of course, who don’t talk that much.
They give advice on a personal basis. I met consultants who
had no descriptions of what they were doing. They go into
personal interaction with managers, discuss frames, and
try to help them out. Some successful ones do that. They
are less stuck in the world of talk. On the other hand they
are constrained to build their business on reputation only.
Well, this conference seems to be a lot about the talk consultants can use for their business. What did you think
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